Tenzing Security Testing

With an average cost of over $200 per compromised record, security breaches are expensive for any
company. Beyond the direct financial implications, the damage to a brands reputation is far reaching
and often irreparable. Recent high profile security breaches mean this is truer than ever for retailers,
who are facing a public that is wary about the security of their personal and financial information.

In this environment,
traditional reactive security
methods are no longer enough.
Merchants cannot afford to
repair a damaged reputation,
a more mature approach is
necessary. Instead of reacting
to security incidents, retailers
need to look for proactive
options, solutions that prevent
security attacks rather than
minimize their impact.
One such way is to conduct
regular security tests to
identify vulnerabilities before
hackers do. Tenzing’s Security
Testing Suite can help retailers
mitigate security risks with
services that range from basic
external scans to in-depth
penetration testing.

Benefits
In Depth, Expert Analysis
Tenzing’s team of ‘ethical hackers’ are armed with the same tools, techniques and
expertise as the world’s most advanced cyber criminals. They will identify the
same security gaps in your web store that criminals might use to gain access to
valuable customer data. This gives you the opportunity to close those gaps before
they are discovered and exploited.
Flexible Options
A range of scanning and testing options are available to meet individual customer
needs. Tenzing can provide ASV vulnerability scans, vulnerability assessments,
with in depth descriptions of vulnerabilities, or advanced tests that simulate more
sophisticated attacks on your site, complete with exploitation attempts. Testing
can be recurrent, or one time only.
Compliance Readiness
Tenzing’s Threat Assessment Services ensure that your security and compliance
objectives are met with the appropriate level of verification/validation for your
environment. This includes the quarterly vulnerability scans required for PCI DSS
compliance.
Complete Control
You are in complete control of when and how your tests are deployed. Simply
reach out to the Tenzing security team, and we’ll schedule and deploy your tests
whenever is most convenient to you.

Features
Our team of experts will search for and identify vulnerabilities in your application and network, with or without attempting
penetration. Vulnerability reports provide you with a comprehensive assessment of the security of your web store, as
well as evidence for your security and compliance objectives. Our team will review the report with you and provide
recommendations on how to close any security gaps that are identified across your Network, Application, OS, Infrastrcuture
and other systems.
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Infrastructure Scan
Web Application Scan
Deep Application Analysis
Web Services Analysis
Risk Reconnaissance
Business Logic Analysis
PCI/NIST SP800-115 Compliant
Methodology
OWASP Testing Guide Compliant
Methodology
Simulated Attacker
Exploitation

About Tenzing
Founded in 1998, Tenzing delivers more than scalable infrastructure, fast networks and great managed services. Tenzing
combines deep commerce platform expertise, advanced managed services, and extensive industry partnerships to help
merchants increase revenues and deliver remarkable customer experiences. Retailers, Brand Manufacturers, SIs and ISVs
choose Tenzing for their specialization in impactful technologies, operational delivery of services, and industry insights.
Tenzing is SSAE16 Type II, ISO 27001, PCI-DSS and VISA PCI certified with datacenters in the US, Canada and United
Kingdom.

Contact us today if you would like to discuss Security Testing for your business.
1-877-767-5577 | security@tenzing.com | www.tenzing.com
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